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Abst rac t~We consider time series data whose estimated Lyapunov exponents are positive. This 
dats is represented by a probability de~dty function on a suitably fine partition of the phase space. An 
algorithm is presented for c~t ruct ing  a transformation ~"which has a unique absolutely continuous 
invariant measure whose density function is f and which has the same Lyapunov exp~ents  as the 
original time series. An example is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are algorithms available which analyse chaotic time series and estimate dynamical invari- 
ants such as dimension and Lyapunov exponents [1-7]. Once these algorithms have established 
and quantified chaos, the problem of constructing an underlying model and then simulating the 
original data remains. In [8], the problem of constructing a nonlinear map directly from the 
data is treated. This is referred to as the inverse problem. The technique involves interpreting 
or approximating unknown functions from data points. It seems that to obtain accurate results 
with these methods would require large amounts of data and, therefore, prohibitively complex 
optimization procedures. 
In this note we take an alternate approach. We collect all the data into a probability density 
function (histogram). Whereas equences of data points may be unstable, the density function 
is highly stable under additional data or data perturbations. Clearly, the more data we have, 
the more accurate is the density function. In the method we describe in the sequel, the density 
function plays the key role and hence is independent of the number of data points. Using simple 
ideas from dynamical systems theory, we construct a higher dimensional piecewise continuous 
transformation T directly from the data density function f and the Lyapunov exponents of the 
data. This transformation has f as its unique invariant density functions and has the same 
Lyapunov exponents as the input time series. 
2. ALGORITHM 
We consider an N-dimensional time series Zl, z2,. . . ,  z j , . . ,  taking values in an N-dimensional 
rectangle 
X = [al, bl] x [a2, b2] × .. .  × [aN, bN]. 
The input time series data is represented by a probability density function f on X. A function f
on X is called a probability density function if it is positive and if ffdm = 1, where m denotes 
Lebesgue measure on X. x 
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With the input time series, we perform two operations: 
1) we represent the data by a density function f on an appropriate grid of the rectangle X, 
and 
2)  the Lyapunov exponents A1, A2, .  • . ,  AJv are tested to make sure that they are positive and 
then they are estimated irectly from the data. 
Such algorithms are well known [9,10]. From the density (histogram) f ,  we construct s home- 
omorphism h : X ~ X as described in Theorem 3 below, and from the Lyapunov exponents 
we construct a standard map r : X --* X with the same Lyapunov exponents as the input time 
series. See Theorem 2. 
Once h and r are known, we produce the transformation T - h -1 o r o h, as shown in the 
flow chart in Figure 1. Since r and T are topologically conjugate, T has the same Lyapunov 
exponents as the input time series. 
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We now construct a standard map r with given positive Lyapunov exponents. 
THEOREM 1. Given any A > 0, there exists a piecewise onto and//near map r/of the unit/nterva/ 
which has A as its Lyapunov exponent and preserves Lebesgue measure. 
PROOF.  Let  N be  a positive integer such that 1 _< n < 2 A _< n + 1. Let us consider a piecewise, 
onto and linear map 7/defined on a partition of [0,1] into n+ 1 intervals of length a l ,  a~, . . . ,  an+l 
(see Figure 2). Then 7/preserves Lebesgue measure and, using the Birkhoff Ergodic Theorem, 
we have 
lk_1 
A= lim {- lim 
k- .+oo  k - .+oo  
i - -O  
/0 (;) = loglo'(z)l dx= allOg 1 ÷au log  1 +. . -+an+l lOg  
Let 
g (al,a2,...,and-1)-" allog Q~l)4"a2log I~2)'~""~=~n.}-llOg (~n-~l) • 
For 
1 
a l  - "  a2 - - - -  " ' ' - -an - l -1  - -  n+l '  
we attain the value g - log (n + 1). For an+l= ~ and 
a l  --- a2  ~-~ . . .  - -  an  ---  
l -e  
f'/. 
making e appropriately small, we can attain a value of g arbitrarily close to log (n). Since g is a 
continuous function of the variables (c~1, a2, . . .  ,an+l),  given any log (n) < J~ <_ log (n + 1), we 
can find values (al, a2,..., an+l), such that g (a~, a~,..., an+l) = A. m 
/ 
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Figure 2. 
THEOREM 2. Given any A1,A2,... ,AN > 0, there exists a map r of the unit cube I v into itself, 
such that r preserves Lebesgue measure and has Lyapunov exponents A1, A%.. . ,  AN. 
PROOF. We define r (x) = r (zl ,  x~,. . .  ,XN) = (rl (zl), 1"2 (z2) , . . . ,  rN (XN)), where r~ (zk) is 
the map constructed in Theorem 1 for the exponent Ak, k = 1, 2, . . . ,  N. Under r any line segment 
parallel to a coordinate axis remains parallel to the same axis. Let A = [cl, dl] x [c2, d2] x .. .  x 
[CN, dN] be a rectangle. Then r -1 (A) = r~l[cl, dl] x r~1[c2, d2] x ...  x rNl[CN, dN] and, since 
each rk preserves 1-dimensional Lebesgue measure, it follows that r preserves N-dimensional 
Lebesgue measure. 
To prove that r has A1, A2,. . . ,  AN as its Lyapunov exponents we invoke the following result of 
[11, p. 321]: 
COROLLARY 3.5. Let (X, B, m, r) be an ergodic dynamical system and A a measurable function 
from X to GL (N, R) such that log IIA(z)ll is integrable [11, p. 322]. Then there exists an in- 
variant set B ofmeasure 1, such that for z • B, ~; log II(A (r  ~-1 (z)) o . . .o  A (r  (x) )o  A (z)) vii 
converges for any nonzero vector v in R N and all possible limits are Lyapunov exponents of r. 
It is easy to see that if we define A(z )  = ¢(z ) ,  then the assumptions of the corollary axe 
satisfied. Since ~ (z) is a diagonal matrix (wherever it exists), for any basic vector 
vk = (0 , . . . ,0 ,1 ,0 , . . . ,0 )  
(with 1 in the k th place) we have: 
lim 
k--*+oo 
 log I1( ' or' 
1 
= lim ~ log 1(~ (r~ -1 (x ) )o . . .o  r; (rk (z ) )o  r;  (z))11 = Ak. 
k--.+oo 
Since the vectors Vl ,V2,. . .  , v/v span the whole R N, there are no other values for the limits of 
this type. This proves that A1, A2,. . . ,  AN are all Lyapunov exponents of the transformation r. 1 
We now prove that T has f as its invariant density function. Thus, we can expect that the 
long term behavior of trajectories of T will behave the same as the input time series. 
THEOREM 3. For any almost everywhere positive continuous density f on X there exists a 
transformation T : X --* X such that f is T-invariant. 
PROOF. Let I v be the unit cube in R N and let r : I v --* I v denote any measurable transfor- 
mation leaving Lebesgue measure invaxiant. We will construct a diffeomorphism h : X --* I v 
such that 
f (z) = Jh (z), for any z G X, (1) 
where Jh denotes the Jacobian of h. Then it is easy to prove that the transformation T = h- loroh 
has f as an invaxiant density [12]. 
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Ifh (~) = (h~ (~), ~ (~),..., hN (~)) and ~: = (~i, ~2,..., ~N) then equation (I) ~ be written 
in the form: ~ ~ a~ 
f (Z1, Z2,. •., ZN) :- : (2) 
There exist many possible solutions for (hi, h~,..., hN). One of them is given below. At the 
points where some of the denominators are equal to zero, h is defined by continuity. 
['bN-1 f:5~ f (~1,~2, ,~N-I,~N)d~Nd~N-1 .d~l, 
hl (.)= . . . . .  • 
f~: :,,_, f:b,~ f (~l,~2, ,~N-I,~N) d~Nd~N-1 .d~1 JQN--1 
~bN-1 ~b.~, f (Z1,~2 ' ,~N-I,~N) d~N d~N-1 d~2 (.)= . . . . . .  
".,,,_, ,a,, / (xi,~2, ,~N-I,~N) d~Na:.N-X a~2; 
f:~_-: f:': f (Z1,'2,...,~N-I,~N)d~Nd~N-1 
hN-1 (z) -" raN_,fbN--' f:~: f (Z1,,2,.. ,~N-I,~N) d~Nd~N-1 ; 
hN (z) = f::N f (zx, z2,..., ZN-I,~N) dEN., 
:~  : (~i, ~2,..., ~N-I,eN) ~eN 
It is easy to see that this choice of hi,h2,... ,hN defines a diffeomorphism. The function hk, 
1 _< k _< N, depends only on the variables Zl,... ,zk so the matrix in equation (2) is lower 
triangular. The product of the derivatives on the main diagonal is equal to f (z). Note that the 
integral in the denominator of the fraction defining hl is equal to I. | 
In dimension 1, the formulae simplify to: 
hl (~i) = f~: / (~i) d~1. 
In dimension 2, we have: 
h2 (z)-- f:? f (Zl,~2)d~2 [f:~: f (z1,~2) d~2] -I . 
In dimension 3, we have 
h, (z) f:? f:b: f (z1,~2,e3)d~sd~2 [f:~ f:b: f (zx,e,,~s)~S~,]-' = 
h3 (z) : f:? f (zl,z2,~s)d~3 If haS s f (z1,z2,~3)d~3] -I. 
EXAMPLE. Let f (zl,z2) = 4zlz2. Clearly f is a density function on the unit square. The 
2-dimensional formulas give: 
hi (Zl, z2) ~-- z12; h2 (Zl, z2) "- 2ZlZ2(2z1) -1 = z2. 
Then h -1 (zl,  z2) = (V~-~, V~-~). Let ~" (zl ,  z2) = (3Zl, 5z2) (mod 1). ~" leaves Lebesgue memmre 
invarimnt. We obtain the transformation T = h -1 o ~- o h, where 
T (zi,'2)= (~/3Zl 2 (mod 1), ~/Sz] (mod I)). 
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T has f as an invariant density. Its defining partition is rectangular, given by the points: 
ml:O, ~ ,~,  1 and z2~O,~,  ~,~-35 ,~,1 .  
In Figure 3, we present a graph of the density function f obtained as a histogram of a time 
series generated by a trajectory of the transformation T. This time series is processed by our 
algorithm (Figure 1) and the resulting transformation produced a simulated time series whose 
density function is shown in Figure 4. We used a 30 x 30 grid for the unit square and 500,000 
data points in the time series. 
Figure 3. Figure 4. 
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